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THE SHOW 
Mickey and his team of cornermen never seem to 

have much luck in the boxing world. 

The fighters they manage always end up losing 
and, after a bruising last outing, no one wants to 
work with them. Until, that is, they sign a young 
boxer whose winning ways catapult them into a 

world of success they’ve never dreamed of. 

Is Sid Sparks their meal ticket
to fame and fortune? 

★★★★
“A strong play, 

a real achievement”
BROADWAY BABY 

★★★★
“Thrilling to watch” 

THE SCOTSMAN



★★★★
“A real knockout” 

THE STAGE 

★★★★
“Something very special,

Oli Forsyth is gaining a
reputation as an

ambitious writer.” 
AUDITORIUM MAGAZINE

Cornermen is written by playwright and boxer Oli Forsyth -
based on his experience of the world of fighting. The production 
has played to sold-out houses in London, at the Edinburgh 
Festival and in festivals around the UK, including VAULT Festival 
and Brighton Fringe.

Excited by the strength of the show and the new audiences it will 
bring to theatres, both Artistic Directors of Red Ladder and New 
Diorama are supporting this tour and the remounting of the 
production. 

SHOW HISTORY



★★★★
“A fascinating foray into 
an untouched world” 

LONDON THEATRE 

★★★★
“You’ll be floored 
by Cornermen” 

EDFRINGE REVIEW 



TOURING SPRING 2018 
A rare glimpse into the seedier side of professional sport; 
Cornermen perfectly captures the behind the scenes 
stories of Mickey’s team and their search for riches and 
adulation.

COMPANY SIZE: 4 actors & 1 stage manager 

RUNNING TIME: 75 minutes (no interval) 

This is the perfect show to attract new audiences 
that normally would not go to see a theatre 
production. If you are interested in discussing 
booking Cornermen please email 
smokeandoakumtheatre@hotmail.com or call New 
Diorama Theatre on 0207 383 9032 or 07961482383
out of office hours. 

TOURING INFORMATION
PLAYING SPACE: 4m x 4m.
TECH: 4x pro les, 1x spotlight. Speakers with laptop jack 
to sound board. Close parking for one large van. 
DRESSING ROOM: One small room for the cast of four 
and stage manager that is lockable.

Four actors tell the tale in a dynamic 75 minute 
production suitable for 14 + and perfect for old 
and new audiences alike. This fascinating play 
exposes what goes on outside the ring and 
works for boxing devotees and those new to 
the ‘sport’. 




